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Presentation Title: Collaborating Locally, Going Global, and Researching with Purpose: One Chapter’s Vision for Enriching the Next Generation of Educators.

Description: This presentation will provide information about how Winthrop’s Kappa Delta Pi (education honor society) chapter is connecting local teachers with university students, creating opportunities for international teaching experiences, and providing opportunities for meaningful undergraduate research. Three university professors will describe their perspective on the importance and influence of these three new divisions within the organization.

Learning Outcomes:
The hope is that the audience will come away with a deeper understanding of the importance of connections at both a local and global level for teacher education students.

Additionally, the audience will be able to see how these experiences can be broadcast to a wider audience and how the visibility of these projects can benefit everyone involved in the process.

Details:
The poster presentation will include a tri-fold post with each division represented visually (descriptions and pictures), as well as a handout on the projects and resources within Winthrop’s chapter.